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The Cyber Team Six Fraud Risk Identifier technology will address present and future 
challenges related to the digital compromise of people’s online accounts by 
cybercriminals.  As a result, companies will set an industry standard that will lead to the 
significant business outcomes of:

 • Decreasing customer churn by enhancing trust and customer experience
 • Increasing customer base because security is utilized as a competitive advantage
 • Lowering the enterprise and balance sheet impact of fraud
 • Driving auditor and/or regulator confidence and trust
 • Creating efficiencies and breaking silos by enabling cyber fraud fusion
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Why the Fraud Risk Identifier Over the Competition
• Takes the initiative away from cybercriminals while current market offerings wait and react 

   after illegal acts have happened

• Provides ground truth from external data sets of what cybercriminals know about and how 

   they victimize your customers 

• Enables you to build true predictive machine learning models to advance fraud 

   detection and prevention opportunities 

• Adopts and seamlessly changes with how hackers target people  

• Expands your ability to manage its attack surface by focusing on customer devices & data, 

   and not employees and end-points 

• Connects data to investigate cybercrime actors tied to fraud loss attempts 

• Enhances reporting and compliance for senior management and audit functions

• Allows you to improve customer experience and utilize security as a competitive advantage 

   to gain market share and reduce customer churn 

• Gives total technology control to you resulting in frictionless online interaction with customers 

• Protects brand management through proactive monitoring of compromised customers 
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Fraud Risk Identifier - The Details
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The Cyber Team Six Fraud Risk Identifier fully automated orchestration platform will 
identify customers of companies who are compromised by the online threats linked to a 
higher risk of follow-on fraud events. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s modular design allows 
for a tailored solution for today’s online fraud environment while ensuring the flexibility 
to adapt to tomorrow’s ever-changing threats. The Fraud Risk Identifier offers the 
following modules as part of its enterprise anti-fraud platform: Malware Netflow; 
Compromised Credentials; Compromised Customer Logins and Payment Cards; 
Compromised Payment Darkmarket Card Sales Ads; and Phishing. The Fraud Risk 
Identifier modules utilize newly collected, cyber threat intelligence data and can be 
triggered to retrieve billions of historical records. 

The Fraud Risk Identifier translates external threat datasets specifically selected to 
identify customer exposure to criminal activity without directly adding friction to a 
company’s interactions with its customers. Because the Fraud Risk Identifier is a fully 
automated solution, the output will be ingested, translated, formatted, and displayed in 
near real-time to allow a company sufficient time to take appropriate remediation steps 
to secure customer accounts and stop fraudulent events from occurring.

The Fraud Risk Identifier eliminates the risk of exposure of people’s personally 
identifiable information to third parties and is in compliance with data privacy standards 
(e.g., GDPR). The licensed software has a minimal hardware requirement that can be 
hosted on premises in an internal cloud environment or in a 3rd party cloud 
environment. The implementation of the Fraud Risk Identifier will require limited access 
to data which supports customer activity and minimal technology resource engagement 
for a company.   
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1 Fraud Risk Identifier - Malware Netflow Module  
This module identifies customer devices infected with financial malware or financial malware droppers 
by mapping cyber threat intelligence records that capture malware communications onto customer 
online interactions. The Cyber Team Six vetted data partners produce millions of records a day that the 
Fraud Risk Identifier’s patented matching logic uses to identify tens of thousands of new customer 
infections a month. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s Malware Netflow Module stops fraud before loss events 
occur and was proven to deliver up to $10MM in annual direct loss avoidance at a global financial insti-
tution.   
    

4 Fraud Risk Identifier - Compromised Payment Card Darkmarket Sales Ads Module  
This module identifies customers whose payment card information is currently for sale or has recently 
been sold to fraudsters by mapping cyber threat intelligence records that captures payment card sales 
ads onto customer data and customer product data. The Cyber Team Six vetted data partners produce 
hundreds of thousands of records a month that the Fraud Risk Identifier’s patented matching logic uses 
to identify thousands of customers a month. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s Compromised Payment Card 
Darkmarket Sales Ads Module stops fraud before loss events occur and can deliver up to $10MM in 
annual direct loss avoidance.  

Cyber Team Six, LLC, Confidential Information 

5 Fraud Risk Identifier - Phishing Module  
This module identifies customers who have connected with a phishing website and, with high pro-
baThis module identifies customers who have connected with a phishing website and, with high prob-
ability, supplied login credentials, product information, and/or personal information. The Cyber Team 
Six vetted data partners are used to identify phishing URLs/domains from referring URLs and remote 
content requests. The Fraud Risk Identifier patented matching logic uses that data to correlate by 
content and time domain with the internal data from line of business digital channel customer interac-
tions. This module identifies thousands of customers a year who have a high probability of being 
exploited by information phishing attacks. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s Phishing Module stops fraud 
before loss events occur and can deliver up to $10MM in annual direct loss avoidance.  

2 Fraud Risk Identifier - Compromised Credentials Module  
This module identifies customers who are currently using login credentials known to be in the hands of 
criminals. Over time, criminals use credential replay/stuffing attacks to validate and exploit active 
credentials for fraud. The Cyber Team Six vetted data partners produce thousands to millions of 
records a month that the Fraud Risk Identifier’s patented matching logic uses to identify hundreds to 
hundreds of thousands of customers using compromised login credentials. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s 
Compromised Credentials Module allows for proactive and controlled remediation of compromised 
customer login credentials before fraud events occur and was proven to deliver over $60MM in annual 
direct loss avoidance at a global financial institution.  

3 Fraud Risk Identifier - Compromised Customer Logins and Payment Cards Module 
This module identifies customers with compromised Online Banking (OLB) logins and/or payment 
card information by mapping cyber threat intelligence records that capture criminally obtained cus-
tomer information onto customer data and customer product data. The Cyber Team Six vetted data 
partners produce a low volume of records with an extremely high validity rate that the Fraud Risk 
Identifier’s patented matching logic uses to identify hundreds of compromised customers a month. 
Additionally, when augmented with internal fraud data, the module provides a basis for an expanded 
anti-fraud capability which can identify customers compromised by the same fraud methodology 
across the enterprise. The Fraud Risk Identifier’s Compromised Customer Logins and Payment Cards 
Module was proven to deliver up to $5MM in annual direct loss avoidance at a global financial institu-
tion.  
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Business Intelligence: After implementation of the FRI, Cyber Team Six offers the ability to 
visualize the output results in any preferred dashboarding platform such as Microsoft Power 
BI, Tableau, Qlik View, etc. Through visualization, analysts, investigators, managers, and 
executives in near real-time can track performance of the cyber threat intelligence providers, 
specific cyber threats compromising their customers, and in some cases the dark market 
websites, and criminals who are specifically involved in compromising and defrauding their 
customer’s accounts. Cyber Team Six has also partnered with Arria (www.arria.com) to offer 
their Natural Language Generation (NLG) technology to drive further insights into the FRI 
output. Arria's NLG technology transforms structured data into natural language descriptions 
giving context and explanations to cybercrime visualizations. Through data analysis, knowl-
edge automation, language generation and tailored information delivery, Arria software 
replicates the human process of expertly analyzing and communicating the FRI data to drive 
deeper insights.

Case Management & Graph Link-Analysis: Cyber Team Six has partnered with Kaseware 
(www.kaseware.com) to empower analysts to prevent fraud across the enterprise by utilizing 
the data learned from the FRI and adding their powerful point and click deep link analysis 
functionality on common customer data attributes (e.g., phone numbers, IPs, device IDs, 
etc.). Through Kaseware’s graph visualization engine, the FRI will reveal links between points 
of compromise, actors, money mules, and cybercrime tools used by cybercriminals to 
defraud customer accounts. The pairing of the FRI and Kaseware will drive enterprise fraud 
prevention, create efficient operations teams, and enable a single pain of glass for informa-
tion security, fraud analysts and investigators to work together to combat the cyber criminals 
attacking their customer base. Hailed as the “investigator’s dream platform” and a “game 
changer for the industry,” Kaseware provides everything from case management to analytics, 
open source intelligence and beyond. The system’s extreme configurability allows for limit-
less applications within your organization’s security structure and with the FRI it will change 
the game on online fraud prevention. 

Artificial Intelligence: After implementation of the FRI, Cyber Team Six offers an ability to 
enhance the output results by adding unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithms 
to automate the initial link analysis using customers identified by the FRI. The automation 
utilizes the same facility used by the Point and Click Link Analysis feature to explore likely 
related data points and additional victimized customers. The results are displayed in the 
visualization platform allowing an analyst to manually remove extraneous data points or add 
newly uncovered relevant data points. The Automated Discovery and AI improves user 
efficiency by quickly retrieving linked data points saving analysts from having to manually 
drive the entire discovery process. Analysts can focus on the higher-order, unclear links which 
require human attention. 
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Fraud Risk Identifier - Enhanced Features (Cont.)
 

 
Real-Time Prevention: Cyber Team Six has partnered with Swim.AI (www.swim.ai) to offer a 
real-time application of the FRI. The FRI powered by SWIM is the first real-time, proactive, 
threat-driven fraud prevention platform that will defeat enterprise fraud campaigns before they 
materialize into large dollar losses to enterprises. The SWIM Continuum technology creates 
current state representations for customers and products. These are updated from the client's 
customer data lake/warehouse or from near real-time data source systems. The FRI identifies 
compromised customers and products. The identified customers/products, threat tags, attribu-
tion tags, and compromise timestamps update the FRI event attributes in the SWIM Continuum 
representation.  Risk decision systems can query the FRI antifraud platform powered by SWIM 
using customer, product, and event details expecting a real-time response. The response rep-
resents how likely the customer or product is compromised. The SWIM Continuum representa-
tion can also be used to create clusters of similar customers, products, and events to be used 
for risk score computations. Cluster membership can be used as an additional attribute in com-
puting a risk score. The likely compromised score can be augmented by adding the new cus-
tomer/product/event into an existing clustering and using the existing cluster label as an addi-
tional metric in risk score computation.

 
Automated Compliance Reporting: Cyber Team Six is in early discussions with Hummingbird           
(www.hummingbird.co) to offer an ability to automate the generation of structured narratives to 
be utilized for mandatory compliance reporting for financial services (i.e., Suspicious Activity 
Reports-SARS). By replacing the manual process of creating narratives on cyber-enabled fraud 
attempts that reach the threshold for reporting to government regulators, it will drive analyst 
efficiency allowing  efforts to be focused on deeper investigations to combat money laundering 
and illicit financing.



Qualifications

PATRICK WESTERHAUS
Chief Executive Officer
20+ years experience in 
financial and cyber crime at 
FBI and Wells Fargo, 
building new enterprise 
programs.

JOHN LENKART
Chief Strategy Officer
25+ years experience in FBI 
counterintelligence creating 
government-wide  
platforms securing critical 
infrastruture.

MAURICIO PEREZ
Chief Revenue Officer
20+ years experience in 
software sales, procurement, 
and supply chain acquisition 
supporting SAS and Wells 
Fargo C-Suite.

JASON BRITT
Chief Technology Officer
15+ years in Computer 
Science with a PhD in data 
mining, AI and machine 
learning, developing 
software germane to 
cybercrime.

AT A GLANCE
Cyber Team Six is a company composed of former law enforcement, commercial 
and academic credentialed practitioners offering software solutions and services 
to defeat the cyber-enabled crimes of fraud, theft, and economic espionage.  
cyberteamsix.net
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